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All My Exes Fingerless Mittens 
 
These chunky mittens have a wonderful texture, keeping your hands warm while your fingers are free for typing, texting, or crocheting! 
The pattern works up quickly in the round, and requires no sewing of individual pieces. 
 

 
 

Skill: Intermediate                US Terms 
Materials: 
Lion Brand Heartland (acrylic, size medium 4)  
I Hook 5.50mm 
J Hook 6.00mm 
Yarn needle for weaving in ends. 
Stitch marker 
 

Stitches/Abbreviations: 
Slip Stitch (sl st) 
Chain (ch) 
Single Crochet (sc) 
Half Double Crochet (hdc) 
Double Crochet (dc) 
Back Loop Only (blo) 
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Gauge: With an I hook, gauge will measure 15 hdc stitches wide and 
10 rows tall for a 4”x4” square.  
 
Special Stitch: 
X Stitch - Skip one stitch and dc into the next stitch. Then, working 
behind the first dc, complete a second dc into the skipped stitch. 
This will result in the stitches crossing, forming an X. When starting 
a new row for this pattern, your beginning chain will count as the 
first dc, and your second dc will be into the last stitch of the prior 
row in order to form the X. 

Notes: Differences in size are noted as (medium, large, extra large). 
For small, size down in hook sizes and follow medium pattern.  

Once the cuff has been formed and you’ve switched to the J hook, the 
beginning chain of each row will count as a stitch.  

The 3rd loop of an hdc stitch is located behind the stitch, past the two 
loops you would normally stitch into. Stitching into this loop will cause 
the top two loops (or “v”) to pop forward, creating a decorative stitch 
reminiscent of knit work. 

Follow page 2 for both mittens. Page 3 is separated for each mitten. 

 

With I Hook (forms cuff): 

Chain 9.  

Row 1: Hdc in the second chain from the hook and all the way 
across. Turn. (8) 

Row 2: Ch 2, hdc in the blo of each stitch. Turn. (8) 

Repeat row 2 for (10, 12, 14) more rows, depending on size desired 
(total rows: 12, 14, 16) 

Fold the cuff over to make a loop, connecting the top and bottom 
rows of the piece. Slip stitch across to sew the final row to the 
beginning chain. Do not fasten off. 

Switch to J Hook (forms mitten): 

Row 1: Ch 2, stitching into the side of the cuff, hdc (23, 27, 31) times 
around, as evenly spaced as possible (approximately 2 stitches per 
row). Join. (24, 28, 32) 

Row 2: Ch 2, hdc around in 3rd loop (see notes). Join. (24, 28, 32)  

Row 3: Ch 3 to begin the first X stitch. Dc into the last stitch of the 
prior row to complete the first X stitch. Continue to X stitch around. 
Join. (12, 14, 16 Xs) 

Row 4: Ch 2, hdc in each dc from the X stitches in the last row. Join. 
(24, 28, 32) 

Rows 5-7: repeat rows 2-4.  
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LEFT MITTEN 

Row 8: Ch 2. Working in 3rd loop, hdc in the next (5, 7, 9) stitches. 2 
hdc in the 3rd loop of the next 6 stitches. Hdc in the remaining (12, 
14, 16) stitches in blo. Join. (30, 34, 38)  

Row 9: Ch 3 to begin the first X stitch. Dc into the last stitch of the 
prior row to complete the first X stitch. Continue to X stitch around. 
Join. (15, 17, 19 Xs) 

Row 10: Ch 2, hdc in next (17, 19, 21) stitches, placing a stitch 
marker in the (8th, 9th, 10th) stitch as you work (include the starting 
ch in your count). Slip stitch into the wrong side (inside of mitten) of 
the marked stitch made in this same row. This “pinches” off a 
section that will become the hole for the thumb. Continue to hdc 
around into row 9 for the remaining (12, 14, 16) stitches. Join. (30, 
34, 38 - not including slip stitch) 

Row 11: Ch 2, hdc around in 3rd loop. When you reach the slip stitch 
from row 10, make (2, 3, 4) hdc stitches into the slip stitch. Do not 
stitch around the thumb section. (22, 26, 30) 

Row 12: Ch 3 to begin the first X stitch. Dc into the last stitch of the 
prior row to complete the first X stitch. Continue to X stitch around. 
Join. (11, 13, 15 Xs) 

Row 13: Ch 2, hdc in each dc from the X stitches in the last row. 
Join. (22, 26, 30) 

Row 14: Ch 1, sc around in 3rd loop. Join and fasten off. (22, 26, 30) 

Sew in ends.  

RIGHT MITTEN 

Row 8: Ch 2. Working in the 3rd loop, hdc in the next (11, 13, 15) 
stitches. 2 hdc in the 3rd loop of the next 6 stitches. Hdc in the 
remaining (6, 8, 10) stitches in blo. Join. (30, 34, 38) 

Row 9: Ch 3 to begin the first X stitch. Dc into the last stitch of the 
prior row to complete the first X stitch. Continue to X stitch around. 
Join.  (15, 17, 19 Xs) 

Row 10: Ch 2, hdc in next (23, 25, 27) stitches, placing a stitch 
marker in the (12th, 14th, 16th) stitch as you work (include the 
starting ch in your count). Slip stitch into the wrong side (inside of 
mitten) of the marked stitch made in this same row. This “pinches” 
off a section that will become the hole for the thumb. Continue to 
hdc around into row 9 for the remaining (6, 8, 10) stitches. Join. (30, 
34, 38 - not including slip stitch) 

Row 11: Ch 2, hdc around in 3rd loop. When you reach the slip stitch 
from row 10, make (2, 3, 4) hdc stitches into the slip stitch. Do not 
stitch around the thumb section. (22, 26, 30) 

Row 12: Ch 3 to begin the first X stitch. Dc into the last stitch of the 
prior row to complete the first X stitch. Continue to X stitch around. 
Join. (11, 13, 15 Xs) 

Row 13: Ch 2, hdc in each dc from the X stitches in the last row. 
Join. (22, 26, 30) 

Row 14: Ch 1, sc around in 3rd loop. Join and fasten off. (22, 26, 30) 

Sew in ends.  
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